ENSILO. AUTOMATED ENDPOINT SECURITY.

Investigation - First to eliminate
dwell time and unify threat
hunting, forensics, incident
response and classification
Remediation - Best virtual patch
capabilities to preserve
business continuity

enSilo is the only vendor that stops
and contains advance malware
from causing a breach impact in
real-time after the endpoint has
been infected as part of a
multi-layered defense strategy.
enSilo eliminates dwell time and
provides a suite of Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR)
features to detect, contain,
investigate and remediate.

Management - Complete
console with intuitive interface
Scalability - Lightweight agent
of 20MB that can be deployed
in minutes
Flexibility - Support a broad
range of operating systems
Cost - Eliminate breach impact
cost and operating expense

enSilo provides a first layer of
defense custom built, kernel level
Next Generation AntiVirus (NGAV)
engine with machine learning
features, to prevent infection from
known and unknown malware.

First to eliminate dwell
time and unify threat
hunting, IR, forensics
and classification

REMEDIATION
Best virtual patch
capabilities and
automated means to
stop vulnerable apps
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Stop getting frustrated with legacy EDR and NGAV security software that has over-promised and
under-delivered while driving up your costs. enSilo caps operational expenses associated with postand pre-infection endpoint protection management while delivering high detection rate with
real-time response capabilities compared to traditional NGAV and EDR tools.
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First and Only Kernel
Level NGAV

ENSILO’S DIFFERENT APPROACH STOPS ADVANCE MALWARE, ELIMINATES
BREACH RESPONSE GAP AND CURTAILS YOUR OPERATIONAL EXPENSES
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“enSilo’s solution
blocked malicious
activity from
spreading or
corrupting the
manufacturing line
with malware and
allowed the infected
devices to continue
manufacturing
without any service
interruptions.”
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Protection - Detect, block and
stop the impact of malware

First and Only real-time post
infection blocking of data
exfiltration and tampering
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Best intuitive user
interface that eliminates
alert fatigue
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Prevention - First and only
kernel level NGAV with
machine learning enrichment
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Containment - First and only
real-time post infection
blocking of data exfiltration
and tampering

enSilo was founded by cybersecurity professionals familiar with cyber warfare tactics designed to
evade traditional endpoint security defenses. enSilo's mission is to deliver comprehensive real-time
endpoint protection offering post- and pre-infection protection against advance malware. enSilo
provides the only endpoint security solution offering correlated post and pre infection protection
layers against advance malware designed to breach data.
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Detection - Best user interface
that eliminates alert fatigue

ENSILO STARTED WITH DIFFERENT APPROACH TO ENDPOINT SECURITY
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FEATURES

contact@ensilo.com
800-413-1782

ENSILO
SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
Windows XP SP2/SP3, 7, 8.x
and 10.x, Windows Server
2003 R2, 2008 R2, 2012,
2012 R2 and 2016
MacOS Maverick (10.9),
Yosemite (10.10), El Capitan
(10.11), Sierra (10.12),
High Sierra (10.13)
VDI Environments:
VMware Horizons 6
and Citrix
XenDesktop/XenApp 7
Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 6.8 and 7.x

ENSILO GIVES YOU BETTER PROTECTION, WITH AN INTUITIVE INTERFACE
THAT IS MORE COST EFFECTIVE TO MANAGE AT SCALE
PROTECTION
Post and pre-infection protection stops the breach

MANAGEMENT
Single console that inherently
eliminates alert clutter

SCALABILITY
Deploy lightweight agent across an
array of use cases

FLEXIBILITY
Protect a broad range of operating
systems environment, even when offline

COST
CentOS 6.8 and 7.x

ABOUT ENSILO
enSilo delivers the first complete
endpoint security platform providing
pre- and post-infection protection in
real-time, defending endpoint devices
from data tampering and breaches
caused by advanced malware. enSilo
provides security operators with an
intuitive way to manage, orchestrate
and automate prevention, detection,
response and remediation tasks. A
single lightweight agent combines
enSilo’s Next Generation AntiVirus
(NGAV) and automated Endpoint
Detection and Response (EDR) with
real-time blocking to deliver a
multi-layered defense strategy that
can be managed from the cloud.
enSilo strives to make self-defending
endpoint security cost-effective so
virtually any enterprise can ensure
business continuity. To learn more
visit www.ensilo.com.

Eliminate post breach operational expenses and breach damage to the organization

ENSILO PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE ENDPOINT SECURITY PLATFORM
enSilo is the only endpoint security vendor built from the ground up to detect advance malware,
contain and stop breach impact in real-time allowing you to investigate and remediate to preserve
business continuity and prevent against known and unknown advance malware.
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Stop breach
pre execution

No alert fatigue

Stop breach
post execution

Full attack
visibility

Disinfection

Kernel level
NGAV

Provide
malware
classification

Real-Time
post-infection
blocking

Conduct threat
hunting on
your time

Display IOCs

Eliminate data
tampering and
exfiltration

Conduct incident
response

Application
Communication
Control
Eliminate data
tampering and
exfiltration

REQUEST A DEMO

CONTACT ENSILO

contact@ensilo.com
800-413-1782

www.ensilo.com

Deliver full
attack chain

No dwell time

Capture
forensics data

Virtual Patching:
surgical removal
of bad files and
processes
Preserve
business
continuity
Connect to
remediation tools
via REST API
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